
Raise this part slightly and pull 
the strap as required. Don’t 
raise too much or it can break.

To tighten the mask, pull the 
strap backwards.

To loosen the mask, pull the 
strap forward.

Tightening the STRAPS 

The elastic strap sits in the 
smaller hole and remains 
locked with the beads.

Simply pull the beaded 
silicone cord towards the 
bigger hole.

You can now loosen or tighten 
it by moving it in this bigger 
hole.

At desired tightness, simply 
lock it by pulling it into the 
smaller hole.

Tightening the ELASTIC BAND of the Headband

Note this small locking plastic 
part on the top of the head-
band.

For tightening the headband, 
simply push the 2 sides 
towards each other.

The plastic tab is designed to 
automatically slip lock when it 
is being tightened.

With index finger hold the end 
projection and with thumb pull 
the small tab up to release the 
lock. 

Once the lock is released, use 
your other hand to pull the 
other side of the headband 
apart.

This will make both the parts 
move apart, loosening the 
headband.

Tightening the top of the HEADBAND
Tightening the 
headband is easy 
but to loosen, it is 
deliberately made 
difficult to avoid it 
from accidentally 
slipping. 

NOTE: Keep in mind that the Multi-Mask is a personal product 
so you will get used to all the parts in just a few days.

Count the lines on the strap and 
make sure both sides are equal.

You can even cut off the extra You can even cut off the extra 
lengths of the strap if you want. 
But please do this after a few 
weeks of use so that you are 
sure, and still leave about 3 cm 
extra to be on the safe side.

The shield slides onto the main cup. You will notice a groove around the open-
ing on the body of the main cup, and the shield slides into the groove. This will 
take a little practice to slide easily. 
Make sure the small notch on the inner cut out of the shield sits on the tiny 
projection on the main cup, this ensures it will not slip sideways. To remove the 
shield, hold the mask and just slide it off upwards.

For everyday wearing, just use the rear elastic band to loosen for wearing 
or removing, and for tightening the mask on the face. 
All other straps don’t need to be changed ever again.

Putting on the Multi-Mask

Putting on the Shield on the Multi-Mask

Loosening the top of the HEADBAND
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